
 

 

Copywriting Mistakes Most Businesses Make 
Often the difference between a marketing copywriter and a business owner who 
writes his or her own website copy is not brilliant writing ability or years of journalistic 
experience; it’s in knowing what to write, when to write it, who to write for - and 
which mistakes not to make. 

True, with professional copywriters, years of journalistic experience and training do 
contribute to this knack, resulting in powerful written content: But now you can use 
this guide to learn the tips, tactics and principles it took years for professional 
copywriters to learn - and apply them in the next piece of business content you write. 

So let’s get started! Let’s take a look at the most common copywriting mistakes 
businesses make - so you will easily be able to avoid them. 

Mistake # 1: Not Focusing on your Target Customer or Client 

Think of a popular singer - perhaps even one you personally love - who technically 
has a really bad voice. Why do you like his music so much? Ten to one, it’s because 
of one or more of the following reasons: His songs… 

• Trigger emotion  

• Are real and raw 

• Make you feel good 

• Help you release sadness 

• Comfort your pain 

• Tap into your Inner Rebel 

• Create nostalgia (you remember your Inner Rebel) 

• Remind you of people you care about 

• Relate to what’s happening in your life 

• Remind you of times that are gone 

• Make you feel uplifted, encouraged or inspired 

• Make you want to dance and soar 

• Are just so darned catchy and sing-able 
 



 

 

The bottom line in all this: Nine times out of ten, you feel as if that singer is singing 
directly to you.  

 

When you write copy for your business, you have to be that singer to your customer 
or client. You have to make her feel… 

• That you understand and relate to her problems and goals 

• That you care about her needs 

• That you’ve stood in her shoes 

• That she’s comfortable with you 

• That you have the solution 

• That she’s the center of your universe right now 

Of course, she doesn’t really think she’s the center of your universe, just as the 
person crying along with the pain-soaked “breakup” song doesn’t really think the 
singer is singing it just for him or her (but the singer really is, in a way…) 



 

 

The person crying along with the “breakup” song is comforted that the singer knows 
how she feels; has experienced the same pain; is promising she’ll get through it; or 
is just helping her release pain that is too much to bear. 

As a business owner, you need to understand your target customer inside out - 
especially what she’s looking for and how she likes to search. 

And you have to focus solely on her needs and interests, in every word of copy you 
write. (Go back to the last point in our previous bullet list:  The whole key lies in the 
words “right now”.)    

Right now, when she’s on your website page, she’s hooked into reading on… 
because your site has exactly what she needs at the time she actually needs it. 

Even if it’s as simple as: “Family Dinner for Four -- $29.99 today only”. 

Mistake # 2: Not Keeping it Simple 

Why is it that so many websites make it so difficult to find the things customers 
want? Cram your website pages with too much text, too many (small) graphics, 
sidebars, ads and widgets (not to mention too much detail) and your customer will 
be wailing: “I can’t find anything in here!” 

You meant to make sure they didn’t miss an item. You meant to impress them with 
your dazzling array of options. But over-cluttered websites tend to make the 
customer feel as if she is looking for a three-quarter inch screw in a case of 
miscellaneous fastenings. 

 

Let’s take a look at a retail website that doesn’t need to tap into emotions but does 
need to make the customer feel supported and help her find exactly what she needs 
- instantly. 

Case Study # 1: That Pie Place  



 

 

 

This company puts themselves in their target customer’s shoes and makes it 
extremely easy to want to patronize them. 

Notice they have the basic navigation tab setup with the main things a customer 
would be looking for: 

• Menu / Catering 

• Where they are located 

• How to connect on Social Media 

They use the slider image to scroll across with pertinent news and information that 
both current and new customers would be interested in: They have a food truck now, 
they deliver, and they promote their current contest.  

Speaking of contests, That Pie Place always seems to have some sort of contest 
that encourages guests’ sharing their photos on social media.  

They also do a good job of explaining their concept very well to someone who isn’t 
familiar with the “pie pockets.” Their About Us page clearly explains what they are 
and they have a short video which shoes their ingredients and shows the process of 
how the pies are made.  



 

 

 

Going even further, they have the newsletter signup that gives an incentive to sign 
up: free Pie! Not only that but they have a Facebook like box integrated into their 
site. What’s great about this extra step is that users will most likely see their others 
friends who like the page as well and be further encouraged to like That Pie Place.  

 

 

As far as content goes, the most important fact to note about this clean and easy to 
navigate site lies in the fact there isn’t a single, unnecessary word of text. It 
follows the two top “Golden Rules” of website copywriting: 

• Anticipating what the reader is looking for/wants to ask about 

• Providing it 

Mistake # 3: Not Focusing on Benefits 

Compare That Pie Place with this site, which is clinically sparse of any real writing - 
showing no benefits (as TPP did with its little Vide and Chef’s Corner.  



 

 

 

What this type of website layout leaves the visitor with is no incentive to choose 
this restaurant over others.  

Even a single two-line blurb showing a benefit can “hook” the reader into staying on 
your site and exploring. 

What is the difference between a “benefit” and a “feature”? 

• A benefit demonstrates how a product can enrich your life or help you. 

• A feature is a physical description with specifications as to size, shape, 
gauge, et cetera. 

Example: If you were planning an expedition to the Arctic and knew nothing about 
camping in sub-zero temperatures, which would catch your attention more? 

 



 

 

Or: 

 

The first example lists features only: The second talks about a life-saving benefit. If 
you were an experienced Arctic survivalist who knows these things, you might prefer 
the sparse but succinct “features example” only - but if you were new to Arctic 
travelling and were seeking information as well as goods, you would be more 
inclined to get hooked by the second example, which imparts vital information of 
extreme interest to you. 

You have to use clear judgment and customer knowledge to know whether to stress 
features or benefits - but adding at least one major benefit always helps - even if 
your site is a feature-driven eCommerce site you created to boost income for your 
local business. 

Also learn to discern whether or not your customer is an experienced shopper in a 
hurry or needs more hand-holding and direction: But whatever approach you 
end up deciding to take - or style you choose to write in - do remember to include a 
“big benefit”. 

Mistake # 4: Poor Headlines 

Did you ever stick a headline in your copy because it was “expected” there’d be a 
headline? Did you ever put up a headline after thinking about it only five minutes or 
less - feeling relief because that chore was done? (A “token” headline, in effect.) 

If so, know that many other business owners have done the same thing. This doesn’t 
usually arise out of sloppiness or lack of caring: It is usually the result of feeling 
intimidated by headline-writing; or not really knowing what to say. 

There are four essential steps your headline has to take, if you want them to be 
powerful enough to convert or divert people into engaging with your site: 

1. Rouse your ideal customer’s interest or curiosity 



 

 

2. Include your top keywords (one or two) - the word or phrases your ideal 
customer will search by 

3. Use the headline to create the promise of a major benefit  

4. Cut out any words that detract from the impact of your message 

You should also create a file of your own headlines for every piece of copy you write, 
including: 

• Ad copy 

• Blog posts 

• Press releases 

• Emails to your subscribers. (Substitute “Subject Lines” for “headlines” here) 

• Landing pages 

• Coupon pages 

• Catalogue pages 

• Newsletter articles 

• Directory listings 

Better yet, enter each headline in a Microsoft Excel file and along add: 

• The dates each headline ran (from and until) 

• The campaign each headline related to 

• The goal 

• The results 

• Traffic and conversion stats 

Let’s take a look at a selection of six headlines for local businesses… 

a) Giordano’s Pizza 

Headlines for businesses are not always obvious - but people expect them and 
will fasten onto at least one short text element on your page, treating it as a 
headline… if it “hooks” them. 



 

 

Here, Giordano’s Pizza chain takes no chances by using a rotating banner 
which cycles through three different special offer “promises”:  

• A Mother’s Day gift offer 

• Cubs ticket giveaway 

• Ship a pizza nationwide 

 

Note also it is positioned in the very top left corner of the page - the first thing you 
see, as well as occupying the “headline” spot. 

This type of “headline” is far more effective than wracking your brains and 
coming up with something like “Eat at Our Pizzeria - the Best in Town” just 
because you think you “ought” to have a headline. 

b) LaSalle Flower Group  

 

This Chicago florist hits the visitor with a great headline; one which taps into not 
one but two strong target-customer motivators: 

• A seasonal holiday/special occasion (urgent need) 

• The principle of anxiety 
Emotions drive actions - especially when the emotion is strong enough: And 
when the emotion is anxiety (in this case, the fear of being “late” and the 



 

 

motivating action-word “today”) it reinforces the already strong reminder that 
Mother’s Day is coming up. 

When planning headlines for your page, also tap into Seasonal events. But don’t 
stop there - look for opportunities to also show a benefit - and stir an emotion that 
will inspire your visitor to click on your “Shop Now” button, over your competitor’s. 

 

Be Aware: 

• Animated Flash and JavaScript banners are not “searchable” on Google.  

This means including your keywords won’t help customers find you organically - 
you will have to rely on other methods of promotion or making sure you include 
tags and metadata.  

But the right keywords in your banner will help you “hook” the visitor and retain 
them, once they’ve arrived. And that is a benefit to you. 

How to Create a Rotating Banner “Headline” 

There are many ways to create this type of rotating banner for your website - but 
if your website is WordPress based, the simplest way lies in adding the Slickr-
Flickr plugin.  

There are plenty of good videos on YouTube, showing you how to set up your 
banner images.  

The WordPress link on the WordPress.org installation page also offers tutorials 
and instructions. 

 



 

 

Just make sure your rotating slide show actually enhances your copy: Not 
detracts from it. 

c) Eva Morrow  

 

We’ve included this example of the “big benefit” headline because of one key 
ingredient: It supports its message by using the perfect graphic - in this case the 
large camera lens with the reflection of a house within. 

Otherwise, the headline is a little slick. If it merely said “Focused on Selling your 
Home” the temptation for the average brain is to take it for granted - but the 
reinforcement of the photographer/lens image literally taps the visitor on the 
head, bring the word “Focused” into… well, sharp focus! 

(Notice also the “You” message within the headline (the word “your”) - it’s also 
“focusing” on the ideal visitor’s major need.) 

d) Austin Design 



 

 

 

This example demonstrates two major mistakes. We can’t praise Austin Design 
for its headline because - (# 1) there isn’t a headline. There is nothing to tip the 
reader off into what type of interior design this particular designer specializes in 
(we’re supposed to guess that from the photos). 

When there are no headlines, visitors tend to look at elements like sub-heads, 
tag lines and calls-to-action for “instructions” on what to think; and whether or not 
the site is worth exploring. And in this case, Austin Design has a nicely 
descriptive tag line: “Combining the Old with the New”. 

Unfortunately, however, the tag line is written in (#2) a font that is hard to read. 
(Well, THREE fonts, actually - another “No-no”). The average brain tends to 
“skip” over the flowing script.  

But there IS a nice, big spelling mistake for the discerning visitor to fixate over 
(“Commerical” design, instead of “Commercial”). 

e) Georgetown Music  



 

 

 

Seattle’s Georgetown Music also demonstrates two common headline mistakes: 
(#1) not making headlines stand out and (#2) Using “meaningless”, token 
headline messages. 

“Welcome to Georgetown Music” misses an opportunity to demonstrate what 
makes this the perfect store for its targeted ideal visitor - what makes it better 
than its local competitors. There is no big benefit or specialty. 

If you can’t show a benefit in your headline, then at least highlight your 
specialty; the one thing your store is famous for. (For example: “We Buy 
Guitars”.) 

As you have just seen, headlines don’t have to be complicated to be effective. They 
just have to be visible - and appeal to your target customer. 

Mistake # 5: Not Testing your Headlines 

There are actually two parts to writing successful, highly-converting headlines. Part 
one is “making them up”; part two is testing them. 

When you publish any type of copy, create more than one headline and A-B split test 
them using Google Analytics. This means you will be comparing two different 
headlines - and measuring which one performs better and attracts more visitors.  

(Note: you can split test any element on your web page - a headline, a graphic, a 
sub-head, link, body text paragraph or a call to action, for example.)   

To successfully test using any metrics and tracking suite, you need to know: 

• As much data about your current visitor as possible 

• The number of visitors you need for your test 



 

 

• The length your test needs to be per number of visitors 

• Your tracking goal 

Google Analytics (and other tracking suites and systems) usually provide tools to 
help you determine facts you need such as the length your test needs to be per 
number of visitors.  

At the absolute least, study your website stats after every page through your 
website’s cPanel. Note increases and decreases in: 

• Traffic 

• Duration of time spent on your pages 

• Changes in referrer sites 

Testing is what most often separates the successful local-business websites from 
the unsuccessful ones. 

Mistake # 6:  Using “I” or “We” Opening Lines or Paragraphs 

Even if you create a good headline, your visitor may either decide to skip your article 
or stop reading quickly if you don’t draw him “in” like the proverbial moth to a flame. 

The quickest way to drive your visitor back out again lies in writing an opening 
sentence that focuses on you or your business. 

We spoke earlier about never using “I” 
messages unless you are one hundred 
percent certain your customer will relate 
to the story: The same goes specifically 
with opening lines - “I” statements have to 
make your ideal customer instantly 
identify with you - and feel as if you are 
standing in her shoes right now. 

But there’s and even worse sin than “I” 
messages - and that is to speak of your 
company as “we” - or in the third person.  

What that instantly does is the absolute opposite of reaching out and drawing your 
visitor in: Using the royal “we” or speaking of your company in the third person 
distances your reader. 

 

Case Study #2: Anchors Seafood & Ale House 



 

 

 

 

While the picture on their home page is pretty, it doesn’t tell us much about the kind 
of restaurant it is (casual, fancy) and there’s no slogan or slogan. Remember how 
That Pie Place had a video, a slider with information on specials and current 
promotions?  

 

When it comes to this company’s web page colors, the white and does reinforce  

 



 

 

 

the message of trustworthiness, since studies have proven this trait is often 
associated with these particular colors (especially when combined together). 
However, you’ll notice in the above text they’ve committed the cardinal sin of using 
the word “we” on this page and it continues throughout the site. Visitors want to 
know about how your service is going to benefit them not learn more about you.  

The sad part is that the average searcher - no matter how serious his or her purpose 
may be - will not take the time to play guessing games. Unless something, 
somewhere, hooks the searcher in, they will leave the site without ever realizing this 
might be the ideal business they have been searching for. 

 “But Wait - There’s MORE!” 

The News tab reveals another Cardinal Sin has been committed: You invest time in 
clicking on the link, only to find out there is outdated copy! This picture was clipped 
on March 12, nearly a month past Valentine’s Day.  

 

 

Mistake # 7: Not Qualifying the Ideal Visitor 

When a customer walks into your business in person, you will often get into a 
conversation with them - initiated by you, most of the time. If you are really tuned 
into what they are looking for, the two of you really connect, and even if they don’t 
buy that day (“I have a few more stores to check out”) they will often return - either 
for the particular item you both talked about or for other items. 



 

 

That customer feels comfortable with you, and is reassured that you understand her 
needs, budget and problems. 

But let’s look at the other side of the coin: You initiate a conversation with another 
customer and it quickly becomes very obvious that she isn’t looking for your 
ergonomically-designed natural hemp clothing: She’s looking for bargain-priced 
summer skirts. The more you talk, the more you realize there is nothing in your store 
your customer will ever want to buy and that she probably doesn’t have the budget 
to get hooked on your exclusive clothing line. 

She either leaves the store feeling faintly embarrassed or inadequate, if she has 
self-esteem issues… or she stays and talks your ear off, complaining about what 
you don’t carry and segueing into even more unrelated complaints. 

That’s the sort of experience that not writing for a specific customer in mind sets you 
up for.  

The right copy will not only attract the right customer - your ideal one - it will repel 
that absolutely wrong customer: All without taking a moment of your time. 

Mistake # 8: Not Including Calls to Action 

You can write the best copy in the world, but if you don’t lead your visitors to an 
action you want them to take and immediately prompt them to take this action (spell 
out clearly) your copy will fail. 

You might think that would be self-evident - but this is the number-one mistake for 
the majority of businesses who write their own copy. (And it often goes hand-in-
hand with creating “I” copy, Royal “we” copy or “third party” descriptions of one’s 
company - instead of focusing on the customer with “you” messages.) 

 

 

 

 

 

A “call to action” is simply telling your ideal customer what to do right now. 

Poor calls to action… 

• Don’t stand out. They visually blend in to the rest of the web text 

The Royal “We” - What is it? - If you had lived in feudal days, somewhere in Europe, 
you’d know exactly what monarchs meant when they used the pluralis maiestatis 
(“pluralis” being Latin for “about many” and “Maiestatis” meaning “of majesty”). It acted 
as a reinforcement of Divine Right, and referred to the habit of European kings and 
queens using “we” to signify “God and I”. 

And it was meant to distance the monarch from his lowly subjects. 



 

 

 

• Use clichéd or over-used commands, such as “Submit” 

 

• Aren’t specific or direct enough about what will happen if you “click”  

 

Great calls to action… 

• Tell you why you should “click here” (what’s “in it” for the visitor if she clicks) 

 

• Leap off the page - without resorting to flashing, blinking or garish colors 



 

 

 

• Use action verbs and commands 

 

• Include calls to action with social media “Follow” and “Share” buttons (unless 
it’s a violation of a particular social platform’s terms to do so) 

 

• Include calls to action - a strong reason or incentive why someone should 
sign up - within your web contact forms 

 

 

Mistake # 9: Not using Customer-Generated Copy 



 

 

Many business owners don’t even think of including copy from their most valuable 
“writers” - happy customers or clients. 

a) Using Widgets and Plugins 
 
You can quickly and simply feature testimonials by using a WordPress plugin, 
such as Testimonials by CodeCanyon. 
 
Unlike other plugins we’ve mentioned, it is a premium plugin that you pay for - 
but the license is only $15.00. (Click on the link in the previous paragraph to see 
the three different layout and placement options for your client or customer 
testimonials.)  

 

If you prefer a free plugin, you can add the WP Testimonial Widget plugin right 
from  your dashboard, if your website is powered by WordPress. 

b) Creating a “Testimonials” tab in your horizontal menu 

Only please do yourself a copywriting favor and do not use the over-tired, rather 
preachy-sounding “Testimonials” as your tab title. 

Instead, apply some of the principles we’ve talked about and call it something of 
maximum interest to your ideal visitor. For example: 

• “Success Stories” 

• “Customer Reviews” 

• “What Customers Are Saying” 



 

 

If yours is a local business that deals with customers or clients overcoming 
personal challenges such as weight loss or fitness, “Success Stories” is an ideal 
tab title for your business. 

 

c) Featuring a single great testimonial or review right on your Home page 

If yours is the hospitality business or food industry, embedding strong Google 
reviews right on your home page may be your ideal way to go. Web designer 
Matthew Shuey shows you how in Embed Google+ Local Business Reviews on 
your Website in 3 Easy Steps. 

 

 

One caveat, however: If a customer shares a glowing recommendation in a 
private email, never, EVER publish it on your site without asking permission first. 
(Reviews on public sites are considered fair game - but asking can cement your 
relationship with your customer or client more deeply: It’s a mark of respect.) 



 

 

 Mistake # 10: Not Making Full Use of Geo-targeting 

What is “geo-targeting”? The best definition so far comes to us from Wordstream.  

 

 

You can “geo-target” your customers or clients in a variety of ways - or you can get 
them to geo-target themselves via the use of “check-in” apps (or links to these via 
your social networks). 

You can also geo-target through well-optimized (and well-written) PPC ads. 

But the simplest method?  Always include location keywords in your web copy! 

Strong website spots for your location keywords:  

In your… 

• All-in-one SEO Pack WordPress post plugin meta-data fields 

 

• “About” section 

• Contact information  



 

 

• Tags, headlines and descriptions 

Remember: Be selective - don’t overdo it - but do use words that indicate your town, 
country and local area. 

Mistake # 11: Not Writing with Branding Your Business in Mind 

While branding isn’t the be-all and end-all of many businesses, it can definitely help 
your target visitors to remember you - and return. 

Branding involves many factors, but when writing web content or emails, remember 
that consistency and repetition help tremendously. 

This means consciously using strategies such as: 

• Using the same logo on every website, newsletter, invoice, business card, et 
cetera 

• Using the same company colors on all your stationery and web presences 
and profiles 

• Using photos of signature products, your physical premise or key elements of 
your business (e.g. your maple syrup buckets on trees) 

Mistake # 12: Not Writing with Mobile Users in Mind 

According to stats sites and SEO blogs such as Search Engine Land, one in seven 
people (worldwide) uses a smartphone daily. (That’s over 1.4 billion people!)  It’s no 
secret that mobile ads and apps are taking over as a favorite method to attract 
customers; and one in four online searches are conducted via mobiles. (Double that 
for local business searches!)  

Yet website owners still generate copy that looks like this on the average mobile 
screen… 

 

When you write web copy for your mobile customers… 

• Keep tabs to the barest, most essential minimum number 



 

 

• Use the largest font possible 

• Keep it short and direct 

• Make your headlines count 

• Keep graphics and maps simple 

• Remember that many mobiles can’t handle Flash, Cookies, Frames and 
JavaScript 

Test your web copy on different mobile devices to see which words and elements 
stand out. 

Use percentages instead of fixed variables. 

And do read up on Designing for Mobile Devices.  

Mistake # 13: Not Emphasizing your Text with Plenty of “White Space” 

A page crammed with text is unreadable - 
and you have the barest seconds to catch 
your visitor’s interest. Leaving lots of white 
space around your copy and saying only what 
your visitor needs to hear greatly increases 
your chances of customer engagement. 

Likewise, be sure to emphasize headlines 
and sub-heads with white space too. 

You can also use simple “bullet points” to list 
features or benefits. The white space around 
the bullets help your potential customers to 
scan your page at a glance - until one point 
catches and arrests their interest. 
(Sometimes, that one bullet point is all it 
takes to hook them into reading the rest of 
your copy or visiting other site sections.) 

Mistake # 14: Not Supporting your Copy with Graphics or Other Media 

Writing is all about communication, so don’t feel you have to stick strictly to the 
written word only. (In fact, if you do that, you’ll quickly either put your visitor to sleep 
or drive her away!) 

Using graphics can help support your text copy - but do make sure your graphics 
are: 



 

 

• Relevant 

• Not distracting 

It’s all in the way you use them. For example, we’ve already seen how well realtor 
Eva Morrow used a graphic to bring attention to her headline… 

 

You can also do the reverse: Use text to support your graphics and rich media. For 
example, you can provide a summary or written version of a video (in case people 
prefer to read rather than watch) or you can provide a summary and show notes 
for a podcast or audio file. 

Mistake # 15: Not Telling your Story 

What is local marketing all about? It’s about supporting your neighbors and building 
your community. So tell your story. 

 

Even though it would be nice to have a couple paragraphs written by the Chef of this 
prepared foods website, the readers understands he is experienced and has a 
passion for creating tasty yet healthy food when they visit the site.   



 

 

The site discusses the healthy aspect including the many dietary restrictions they 
cater to, the kids meals they product, the recyclable packaging materials and short 
resume history of the chef.  

The result: Supported by good photos and videos, Christophe’s To Go answers 
questions a patron may have about nutritional requirements, location, cost and 
value. So they qualify their customers BEFORE any visits and provide and easy to 
navigate site.  

Conclusion:  

We’ve seen many examples of weak - and strong - web copy from different 
businesses. If nothing else, this report should convince you that it isn’t going to be 
too hard to mop the floor with your competitors and their websites! 

Be selective when writing your copy, always focusing on your ideal customer or 
client - and do remember to test and track elements such as headlines, noting the 
results.  

Ultimately, however, it’s all about knowing your customer, knowing your goals - and 
keeping it real. 


